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Make EVERY 
MINUTE COUNT
NEW PEPTIDE4 ADAPTIVE DAY CREAM & PLUMPING PILLOW FACIAL,  
flower-powered partners that meet your skin’s every need 24/7.

Refresh, Protect, Hydrate

MORNING NIGHT
Restore, Plump & Smooth

Whipped daytime moisturiser Cooling gel sleep mask

NEW NEW

This cold-pressed botanical 
oil is one of the richest plant-
based sources of Omega 3 
Fatty Acid.  Excellent for dry 
skin, it helps to reinforce the 
skin’s natural hydration barrier, 
leaving skin feeling nourished.

Sourced from the UK, this precious 
oil is cold-pressed from the seeds 
of Honesty, a flowering plant.  
It takes 3.5 kg of its seeds to 
produce just 1 kg of oil. Naturally 
rich in fatty acids, it helps to 
smooth and soften the skin.

This antioxidant-rich oil is cold-
pressed from the seeds of the Night 
Scented Stock flower grown in East 
Anglia, UK. It contains up to 10 
times more Vitamin E than most 
commercial oils used in skincare.

NIGHT SCENTED 
STOCK SEED OIL 

World Exclusive

HONESTY  
SEED OIL 

First To Market 

STAR ARVENSIS™ 
SEED OIL  

World Exclusive 

Hero Ingredients



94%
AGREED THIS LEFT 

SKIN LOOKING  
MATTIFIED AND  

BALANCED*

NEW PEPTIDE4  
ADAPTIVE DAY CREAM
£50 | 50ML

A skin-perfecting moisturiser that 

adapts to the skin’s needs throughout 

the day and primes the skin for a 

flawless-looking complexion with  

or without make-up. 

•  Peptide4 works in sync with skin’s natural  
 processes to refresh and nourish for a  
 balanced complexion.
 
•  Honesty Seed Oil, rich in nourishing fatty  
 acids, supports the skin’s natural moisture barrier  
 for a smoother-looking complexion.
 
•  Balancing Mineral Microspheres help blur  
 skin imperfections and absorb excess oil without 
 leaving your skin feeling dry.
 
•  Swiss botanical extracts including Butterfly Bush, 
 Thyme and Mallow help hydrate and maintain the 
 skin’s natural defenses against the environment.

  
NEW PEPTIDE4  
PLUMPING PILLOW FACIAL
£52 | 50ML

91%
AGREED THIS LEFT 

SKIN FEELING 
PLUMPED WITH  

MOISTURE*

A hydrating sleep mask that  
creates a bio-mimetic veil that helps 
prevent overnight  water loss leaving 

skin looking brighter and plumped  
with moisture. 

•  Peptide4 works in sync with skin’s natural  
 processes to revitalise and replenish for a  
 well-rested look.
 
•  ELEMIS’ exclusive Star Arvensis™ Oil and wild- 
 harvested Indian Night Jasmine work overnight  
 to help leave thirsty skin feeling rehydrated.
 
•  Red Algae forms a cooling veil on the skin’s surface,  
 delivering intense hydration for a smoother  
 appearance in the morning.

The Skin-Synchronising Science of  

PEPTIDE 24/7 
The ELEMIS Peptide 24/7 range is inspired by the body’s miraculous 
inner clock. Skin follows circadian rhythms, creating waves of activity 
which trigger cells to perform important processes at specific periods. 

Timing of these processes is vital for skin balance and health.

Disturbed sleep, environmental pollution and hectic lifestyles can 
cause your skin to become out of sync and unbalanced, leaving your 

complexion looking tired, dull and dehydrated.

PEPTIDE 24/7 is your antidote to modern living. By combining Peptide4 
technology with ELEMIS’ world-exclusive plant oils and extracts, these 
formulas cleverly kickstart skin back into balance to help visibly restore, 

replenish and renew for a well-rested look.

The choices we make today affect our skin tomorrow. Environmental 
stressors like jet-lag, hectic lifestyles and lack of sleep all have a 

detrimental effect on skin health and appearance. Peptide 24/7 stays one 
step ahead of your busy schedule with all-day skin replenishing benefits.

Noella Gabriel 
ELEMIS President & Co-Founder
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